
Challenge Proponent: 
Emily Cameron 

 
 

 
Assembly District 23 
 

Procedural Violations by the Executive Board of the Fresno County Democratic Central 
Committee 

 
Violation 1: Article XIII, Section 11 of the California Democratic Party Bylaws 
 
I was notified of a Democratic Party decision by web posting, which is invalid under section 11 

of the CDP Bylaws unless written notice provides me a link to said posting. On August 20th at , 

David Taub, a reporter for GV Wire, contacted me via Twitter Direct Message informing me that 

the FCDCC Executive Board voted to initiate removal proceedings against me at their August 

19th meeting. GV Wire published an article on August 20th citing “multiple sources” that “[t]he 

executive board of the party met Wednesday to start removal proceedings for 25 violations of the 

party’s code of conduct.” The FCDCC sent a statement to GV Wire, and an update on August 

21st at 9:05 a.m. was made to correct that the statement was specifically from the FCDCC as a 

whole and not Vice President Nelson Esparza as originally reported. The FCDCC Executive 

Board did not send email notification to the remainder of the FCDCC until Friday, August 21st 

at 3:24 p.m. 

 
Violation 2: Robert’s Rules of Order § 63 
 
Pursuant to the Compliance Review Commission’s Procedural Rules, under Section 2, I may 

report alleged violations of Robert’s Rules of Order. According to GV Wire’s reporting of 

“multiple sources,” multiple members of the FCDCC Executive Board and/or Regular Members 

of the FCDCC violated 63 by divulging classified information about charges against me to GV 

Wire. Robert’s Rules states: 
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But neither the society nor any member has the right to make public any information 

obtained through such investigation; if it becomes common knowledge within the society, 

it should not be revealed to any persons outside the society. Consequently, a trial must 

always be held in executive session, as must the introduction and consideration of all 

resolutions leading up to the trial.  

  

 If (after trial) a member is expelled or an officer is removed from office, the society has 

the right to disclose that fact -- circulating it only to the extent required for the protection 

of the society, or possibly, of other organizations. Neither the society nor any of its 

members has the right to make public the charge of which an officer or member has been 

found guilty, or to reveal any details connected with the case. To make any of the facts 

public may constitute libel. 

 

Additionally, FCDCC Executive Board member Dee Barnes and Regular Member Jon Bath both 

posted specific details about charges against me on Twitter. Ms. Barnes tweeted a direct 

screenshot of the allegations on the actual removal resolution document. Mr. Bath posted 

references to the charges and in some instances, made false, libelous statements about the 

charges. 

 
Violation 3: Robert’s Rules of Order § 9 
 
By leaking confidential information occurring during closed executive session of the FCDCC 

Executive Board, members of the FCDCC Executive Board violated the “secrecy” required by 

Robert’s Rules of Order, which states: 
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A member of the society can be punished under disciplinary procedure if he violates the 

secrecy of an executive session. Anyone else permitted to be present is honor-bound not 

to divulge anything that occurred. 

 
Violation 4: Fresno County Democratic Central Committee Bylaws, Article II Section B 
 
The Executive Board of the FCDCC sent me removal charges, and nine (9) of the twenty-five 

(25) statements occurred prior to the beginning of my term, which was May 6, 2020. FCDCC 

Bylaws state that the seating of central committee members occurs at a specific time: 

 

Elected members of This Committee shall be seated at the reorganization meeting to be 

held on the first Wednesday in the month following the certification date of the direct 

primary election in presidential election years. 

 
 
Basis of CRC Jurisdiction 
 
The CRC has jurisdiction over violations of CDP Bylaws Article XIII (General Policies). 
 
Basis of Proponent’s Standing to Bring the Challenge 
 
I am an elected member of the Fresno County Democratic Central Committee, supervisorial 

district 2. All violations described are directly affecting me personally. 

 
How Proponent is Harmed 
 
The actions of the FCDCC Executive Board and at least one of its regular members have resulted 

in the defamation of my character, distortion of democratic due process in disciplinary 

proceedings, and have absolutely destroyed any good faith I have moving forward with my 

September 2 trial. By speaking to GV Wire, someone falsely claimed that I was being removed 
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for supporting non-Democratic candidates. None of the 25 accusations in the removal resolution 

document provided to me claims I supported a non-Democratic candidate. The GV Wire article 

containing leaked information has damaged my career reputation already, as I believe it was 

intended to do; one of my clients was instructed by a Fresno City Councilmember not to work 

with me anymore because of the allegations described in the article. I have cause for taking legal 

action against the Fresno County Democratic Central Committee even beyond the Compliance 

Review Commission. 

 
Demonstration of Exhausting All Options 
 
On August 20th I emailed the officers of the FCDCC Executive board and asked why I had to 

hear about my being removed from a reporter from GV Wire. I still have not received a response 

to that email. On Tuesday, August 25th at 2:55 p.m., I emailed the Executive Board again, 

specifically told them to stop ignoring my emails, and stated numerous procedural issues as 

listed above. I received a vague and unhelpful response from the Chair at 9:55 p.m., stating only 

“Thank you for bringing this to our attention. We are considering an appropriate course of 

action.” No detail about when action would be taken was provided. I believe I have exhausted all 

options for dealing with this locally and local remedy attempts are futile at this point. My 

removal trial is set for September 2nd, which is a week away. I see no urgency nor plan of action 

to rectify these problems from the FCDCC. They do not have an incentive to rectify these 

problems. 

 
Remedy Requested 
 
I seek a remedy in the form of the immediate dismissal of all charges against me from before I 

was seated on the FCDCC. I ask the CRC to remedy this situation by sending in a Party official 

to oversee proceedings of my removal trial on September 2nd to ensure compliance with FCDCC 
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Bylaws and Robert’s Rules of Order; additionally, I request that this person be someone other 

than Region 8 Director Humberto Gomez Jr., who sits on the FCDCC Executive Board, which is 

the problematic body in question. I would also ask that California Democratic Party employee 

Michael Evans, who serves as Parliamentarian to the Executive Board, be investigated for his 

role in the FCDCC’s interpretation of Robert’s Rules of Order. In accordance with the 

Compliance Review Commission’s rules, Section 5 subsection E, I ask the CRC to penalize the 

Fresno County Democratic Central Committee by denying representation of the FCDCC at 

meetings of the Democratic State Central Committee, its Executive Board, and its subordinate 

bodies. 

 

I believe the conduct by the FCDCC Executive Board “cannot be justified under its own 

reasonable construction of its Bylaws or other duly promulgated and noticed internal rules.” 
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ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GV Wire Article: https://gvwire.com/2020/08/20/fresno-covid-contract-awarded-despite-objections-over-tweet-lawsuit/ 
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RESOLUTION TO REMOVE EMILY CAMERON FROM THE  
FRESNO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

WHEREAS, FCDCC Bylaw Article 2, Section C.4.a states that “Any member of This Committee may be 
removed for cause by an affirmative vote of two-thirds of the eligible members present and voting 
provided that.  

1. The member’s removal has been requested by the Executive Board or by written petition 
signed by six regular members and containing the alleged grounds for removal;  

2. Written notice has been sent by the Secretary at least 10 days prior to the regular meeting 
stating the alleged grounds to each member;  

3. The member is allowed up to 30 minutes during which the member and/or any person(s) 
selected by the member shall be allowed to address This Committee immediately before the 
vote; and  

4. Removal is compliant with the rules of the State Committee.” 

WHEREAS, FCDCC Bylaw Article 2, Section C.4.b states that “Cause shall include, but not be limited 
to a member  

1. Affiliating with or registering as a non-Democrat;  
2. Avowing preference for a non-Democrat; 
3. Giving support to or avowing preference for a non-Democratic candidate;  
4. Causing harm to the reputation and/or financial standing of This Committee; and/or 
5. Causing harm or disruption in any way to This Committee by acting in a manner contrary to 

the stated goals and principles of This Committee.” 

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron has caused harm to the reputation of This Committee and the Democratic 
Party at large through her behavior during her time on This Committee. 

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron has in numerous occurrences caused harm and disruption to This 
Committee by acting in a manner contrary to the states goals and principles of This Committee through 
her behavior in committee meetings and her rhetoric on social media. 

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron has violated numerous provisions of the FCDCC Bylaws and FCDCC 
Code of Ethical Conduct.  

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron violated FCDCC Code of Ethical Conduct Provision 3 which states 
“Members shall not abuse any positions of power, influence or privilege, nor act in any manner that 
reflects negatively on the Central Committee, its Mission or the Democratic Party.” This violation is 
evident in her twitter posts made on March 17, 2020 where Emily Cameron indicates she used her 
position on This Committee to leverage an employment opportunity 

“I emailed her again last week when I saw the position listed on Indeed and told her that I am on 
my county central committee now and I got more votes than the political organizer for another 
union. And that I’m a kickass organizer objectively better at this than other organizers” 
-@EmilyFresno, Twitter 3/17/20 (Attachment 1) 
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WHEREAS, Emily Cameron violated FCDCC Code of Ethical Conduct Provision 10 which states 
“Members shall not publish or repeat false, defamatory or inflammatory rumors or allegations about other 
members.” Emily Cameron has repeatedly published false, defamatory, and inflammatory rumors and 
allegations of numerous other members of This Committee on her Facebook and Twitter accounts 
including but not limited to the following posts.  

“Most of them are former Republicans!! And they are open about it. Even one dude who was on 
the Republican Central committee a few years ago. He worked for Kamala and got fired for 
harassment.” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 03/07/20 (Attachment 2) 

“I'm really glad that one of the people on our Democratic Central committee who is friends with 
Bredefeld (R) lost re-election.  Just throwing that out there.” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 03/22/20 
(Attachment 3) 

“Annalisa also received $ from her brother, who is a Chevron lobbyist. Yes I do my homework. 
Sunrise is entirely factual. It is not an opinion to say they are Chevron associated. It's just fact.” 
-@EmilyFresno, Twitter 04/24/20 (Attachment 4) 

“Council member Esparza was elected as a vice chair of the Fresno County Democratic Central 
Committee this week and if we are being honest here, I think government officials should be 
focused more on their constituents especially in the middle of a historic pandemic. It sounds like, 
based on this community response, district 7 needs some leadership and attention. 
It seems like if you are an elected public servant and you have enough free time to take on work in 
the Fresno County Democratic Central Committee that is probably not a good sign unless your 
district is 100% a perfect utopia and there is nothing left for you to do.” -Emily Cameron, 
Facebook 05/8/20 (Attachment 5) 

“Both my motions were sent to an ad-hoc committee, which Ruben Zarate the chair will evidently 
get to lead, and Ruben is on the exec board of the Central Labor Council which takes money from 
police. And is AFLCIO, aka cop supporters.” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/01/20 (Attachment 6) 

“Pretty cool honestly that the president of Fresno Stonewall Democrats, Marsha Conant, is 
sharing a photo of my Facebook post being mad at Dolores Huerta for not endorsing a QUEER 
BLACK LATINX IMMIGRANT WOMAN for the state legislature as evidence of ‘racism’” 
-@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/04/20 (Attachment 7) 

“Every time I asked that Fresno PD staff woman if she enjoyed working with people who kill 
children. Every time I asked that woman if she likes her job. She dodged that question. Tbh I think 
these folks know that they are in the wrong and that’s why they are lashing out. … They know they 
are gonna go down in the history books as cogs in the machine of an evil system. The writing is 
on the wall, the world is changing. Statues are going down. Police departments are getting 
defunded. Some will be abolished. Some have been abolished. …It is easier for civilian police 
workers to argue for reform than to quit and admit they were wrong because they don’t want to 
admit that they helped evil take place.” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/08/20 (Attachment 8) 
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“Dee Barnes works for Fresno PD and lost her election as a central committee member so 
Annalisa Perea appointed her as an alternate and now keeps tweeting at people unsolicited, 
trying to preserve the systems of Fresno Dems laundering cop money to be used for candidates” 
-@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/07/20 (Attachment 9) 

“You argue in favor of police. You work for police. You are a conservative. You are not civil. You 
started tweeting at me that I support private prisons which is a lie.” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 
07/08/20 (Attachment 10) 

“No, I’m not interested in dialogue with you! I have said go away repeatedly. I could not possibly 
hold any less value or interest in your opinions whatsoever. It’s like talking to my 76 year old 
Republican grandfather who reads Breitbart and watches Fox News” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 
07/08/20 (Attachment 11) 

“Are you kidding me? I don’t follow you. You tweeted at me and started this WHOLE thing by 
saying that I support private prisons which is a falsehood. Stop gaslighting. What in the hell does 
your marriage have to do with anything? You wanna talk petty? You work for serial killers” 
-@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/08/20 (Attachment 12) 

“This motion passed unanimously. Meanwhile in Fresno, the armpit of California, people have 
been harassing me for days because I made this motion at our last meeting.” -@EmilyFresno, 
Twitter 07/09/20 (Attachment 13) 

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron violated FCDCC Article 1, Section B.10 which indicates the purpose is “To 
perform such other duties and services as will benefit the Democratic Party.” Many of the recent actions 
taken by Emily Cameron have not been of benefit to the Democratic Party. Including but not limited to 
the following posts on Twitter and Facebook.  

“We have Democratic elected officials in Fresno who openly support Republicans and the Fresno 
County Dems twiddle their thumbs. This is the kind of basic stuff people were concerned about.” 
-@EmilyFresno, Twitter 03/07/20 (Attachment 14) 

“No I’m on the Democratic Central committee now I am a hardcore sellout now I will be burned 
at the stake for associating with such groups” -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/14/20 (Attachment 15) 

“If you aren’t throwing bricks at cops, I don’t think you deserve to call your group Stonewall 
anything. Stonewall was a riot not senior Democrats eating pie at Marie Callenders. Happy 
Pride Month.”  -Emily Cameron, Facebook 06/01/20 (Attachment 16)  

“I’m tired of fake ass activists who promoted Esmeralda Soria even through we told you so many 
times she is drenched in police union money. She ***paid money*** to appear on the Cops Voter 
Guide. It’s in the FEC fillings. Stop being fake and pretending you care about systemic police 
violence when you contribute 4 and take selfies with people who are the literal system.” -Emily 
Cameron, Facebook 06/02/20 (Attachment 17) 
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WHEREAS, Emily Cameron has failed to uphold FCDCC Code of Ethical Conduct Provision 5 which 
states that “Members shall when interacting with other members informally and in debate treat each other 
with respect, honoring their right to take an opposing view.” In several of the previously mentioned 
Twitter and Facebook posts, Emily Cameron has not shown respect to other members of This Committee. 
Additionally, Emily Cameron has not honored the right of other committee members to take an opposing 
view in debate at committee meetings including the July 1, 2020 FCDCC meeting.  
 
WHEREAS, Emily Cameron made an extremely inappropriate comment about Alejandro Carrillo, a 
valuable member of the Democratic Party, regarding his sexuality on Facebook. 

“Pro tip Alejandro Romo Carrillo you should probably watch porn a separate social media 
account than your public one for business and politics. Thanks for RTing porn onto my timeline. 
Also your likes are viable to everyone on Twitter in case you didn’t know, thats how Twitter 
works.” -Emily Cameron, Facebook (Attachment 18) 

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron has posted on Facebook several personal attacks towards civil rights icon 
Dolores Huerta including the following comments.  

“Whatever pedestal you put Dolores on in your mind, quit that shit right now. Dolores fucking 
sucks.” -Emily Cameron, Facebook (Attachment 19) 

“Dolores has let the Latinx community down. She is not a saint. Or a god. She is a human being 
capable of flaws.” -Emily Cameron, Facebook Comment (Attachment 20) 

“Dolores Huerta very frequently endorses people very harmful to the Latinx community and to 
harmful to poor and working class people. She endorsed corporate shill white blonde Buffy Wicks 
instead of Jovanka Beckles, a Black Latinx LGBTQ immigrant woman and democratic socialist. 
She endorsed Hillary Clinton who wanted to deport unaccompanied minors instead of Bernie 
Sanders. She endorsed Dianne Feinstein, who yelled at Sunrise Movement children, instead of 
Kevin de Leon who supported abolish ICE and clean energy. I will happily say it again and 
again. Dolores is a human and not a saint, a god, or Santa Claus. She is a grown woman who 
makes decisions and is not immune from criticism on those decisions especially when those 
decisions impact people’s lives. And if Pat Brown who is a white woman and says “all lives 
matter” thinks my opinions as an Ecuadorean-American woman on Dolores’ political 
endorsements are “racist” I would kindly ask her to find a better use of her time. I do not think 
anybody on central committee is gonna change their mind about Fresno County Democrats 
taking money from the cops and the sheriff because I wish Dolores Huerta would’ve endorsed 
someone else for a seat in the state legislature.” -Emily Cameron, Facebook 07/04/20 
(Attachment 21) 

“t would appear that the latest strategy of people opposed to rejecting police donations is to 
smear me online. Here’s a tip Pat Brown - if you want to initiate a smear campaign against me 
you should try to include the correct screenshots corresponding to each specific accusation. 
Sloppily adding a different screenshot of mine about Godzilla when you intended to share a 
screenshot about Dolores Huerta just lets me know that you are stockpiling old screenshots of 
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mine - and working with other people to do so, since we aren’t friends. It’s too bad that people 
have to resort to things like this because the votes to send my proposals to committee were very 
close. It’s too bad people have to make shit up about racism because I am tired of Fresno County 
Democrats accepting police contributions. P.S. it’s not racist to say Dolores Huerta sucks. She is 
a sellout and goes to bat for nearly every right wing politician. Watching her cheerlead for 
Dianne Feinstein instead of Kevin de Leon was nauseating. Have a great weekend!” -Emily 
Cameron, Facebook 07/04/20 (Attachment 22) 

WHEREAS, Emily Cameron has repeatedly indicated that she would like to see the see the downfall of 
the Democratic Party including but not limited to the following social media posts.  

“I will not be happy unless we all win seats. Even if I win it’s not about me alone. I did not run 
because I enjoy meetings. I want to overthrow the whole damn thing.” -Emily Cameron, 
Facebook (Attachment 23) 

“I so wish I could see the look on Michael Evans’ face when he saw me in second place and him 
in 8th. Who’s naive now bitch???? I’m socialist Godzilla and your corporate centrist cityscape is 
but a stepping stone in my path.” -Emily Cameron, Facebook (Attachment 24) 

“A few months ago on Facebook after I won my central committee race I said that I am Godzilla 
and the Democratic Party machine should be afraid because I’m gonna disrupt their status quo 
and now the “progressives” are scared of me because I’m “going to destroy the party” … 1. Boy 
I wish I had the type of power to destroy a whole political party singlehandedly that sounds cool 
but tbh I think that’s giving me too much credit 2. The party has done a pretty good job destroying 
itself if we’re being honest”  -@EmilyFresno, Twitter 07/25/20 (Attachment 25) 

NOW LET IT BE RESOLVED, THE FRESNO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE 
FINDS THERE TO BE SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO DULY REMOVE EMILY CAMERON FROM 
THE FRESNO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE. 

LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED, THE FRESNO COUNTY DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE DENOUNCES THE BEHAVIOR OF EMILY CAMERON AND STATES THAT HER 
ACTIONS DO NOT REPRESENT THE VIEWS AND MISSIONS OF THIS COMMITTEE.  




